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Abstract;

This article examines the dynamic relationship between Islam and local tradition in Indonesia with special reference to Java and Sulawesi. Based on historical and anthropological sources, the article seeks to understand variety of interpretation and application of Islam among local Muslims within their particular context. With this aim, the article tries to examines the intricate process of religious change as world religion interacts with local forces. The article argues that since the “localization” of Islam was continuing nature in the expansion of Islam beyond the Arab homeland, the same development in Southeast Asia can be expected. By focusing on the frameworks of ‘practical Islam’ rather than ‘normative Islam’ and both accommodation and conflict between shari‘ah and adat as a whole system, rather than as separate entities, the article found a common feature of Islam as it is interpreted and applied by local Muslims in Java and Sulawesi. In this two region, Islam became the dominant force but did not completely obliterate the indigenous beliefs and practices. Despite this common feature, Javanese people have been more diverse than Sulawesi people in terms of religious spectrum particularly due to the fact that animism, Hindu-Buddhism, and Islam have been incorporated into Javanese cultural system.
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Introduction

The question of the relationships between Islam and tradition has occupied both Western and non-Western scholars as Islam spreads all over the world and enters into various different local traditions and cultures. It appears that there has been an increasing awareness among scholars that Islam has been so diverse that one can no longer view it as a monolithic entity. As we become aware of facing the risk of oversimplification of such diversity, it is still our challenge to better understand the history and realities of the Muslim world and to recognize the diversity and the many faces of Islam. This approach lessens the risk of creating self-fulfilling prophecies that augur the battle of the West against a radical Islam or a clash of civilizations. The West has an ideal vantage point for appreciating the aspirations of many in the Muslim world, including Indonesia, as part of Southeast Asia, which is located in the periphery, with the Middle East as the centre.

Based on historical and anthropological sources, this article sets out to examine a dynamic interplay between Islam and local tradition in Indonesia with special reference to Java and Sulawesi. This aims to understand how local Muslims differed in their interpretation and application of Islam within particular context, as well as how they shared common features. By focusing on the practical application of Islam in Java and Sulawesi, this article hopes to contribute to an understanding of some of the processes of religious change as a world religion interacts with local forces. The “localization” of Islam was a constant feature in the expansion of Islam beyond the Arab
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homeland, and therefore one would expect this same development in Southeast Asia.²

Islam And Tradition: Some Conceptual Frameworks

In Islam, shari'ab means path of God. Shari'ab has been associated with Islamic law, which is not always the case; Shari'ab consists of various aspects of life: not only law, but also belief and morality.³ Adat (Arabic: adah) can be defined as tradition or custom.⁴ In theory, adat can be regarded as part of shari'ab. Adat can be legitimate or justified as a code of conduct for a Muslim (Al-adah mubkamah) as long as it does not contradict with Islamic principles. The prophet Muhammad himself has an open mind toward those pre-Islamic Arab customs that he did not regard as endangering the
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² ‘Localization’ signifies a process of selective appropriation and localization of materials to make local sense of therefore familiar and valuable what was originally ‘foreign’. It should not be supposed, however, that local cultural systems remain unchanged when they had localized foreign materials. In Indonesia, Islam is one of the foreign cultures. See O.W. Wolters, “Towards Defining Southeast Asian History”, in O.W. Wolters, History, Culture, and Region in Southeast Asian Perspectives (Ithaca & Singapore: Cornell Southeast Asia Program Publications & The Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1999), h.55-7; O.W.Wolters, “Southeast Asia as A Southeast Asian Field of Study”, Indonesia, 58, October 1994, pp.1-18.

³ The term shari'ab is only mentioned once in the Koran, which, according to Yusuf Ali, means laws or rules of practical conduct. Every prophet was revealed their own version of law. There is some debate over whether Islamic law as shari'ab is similar to that as fiqh (jurisprudence). Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The Meaning of Holy Qur'an (Maryland: Amana Publications, 1989), p.263; Wael B. Hallaq, A History of Islamic Legal Theories: An Introduction to Sunni Usul Al-Fiqh (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), pp.232-3.

⁴ Custom is the real historical continuity, while tradition is related to the past. For Benhard Dahm, tradition is “an adherence to values that have been influential in shaping cultural traditions of a given people. Giving them a sense of identity which they try to defend if it is challenged.” See Benhard Dahm, “The Role of Tradition in Historical Developments in Southeast Asia”, Archipel, II, 57 (Paris: Association Archipel, 1999), p.17.
establishment of his new religion. The problem mostly lies in interpretation and it is in this area that we can talk about the diversity of application of the *shari'ah* in local customs (*adat*).

The first conceptual framework to help understand the relationships between Islam and tradition would be ‘practical Islam’, as opposed to ‘idealistic or normative Islam’. ‘Practical’ refers to how ordinary people (peasants, merchants, mystics, priests, scholars, etc) order and articulate categories, symbols, and the relations between them in the pursuit of comprehending, expressing, and formulating social practice and experience. Therefore, when one writes or talks about Islam, he or she should be aware of what he or she means by Islam: whether it is Islam as being practiced by whoever calling himself or herself a Muslim (thus, ‘practical Islam’) or it is what should be believed or done by a Muslim (normative Islam). The former is generally historical or anthropological, while the latter is more theological or philosophical.

A number of Western scholars studying Islam and Muslim societies have tended to argue, for example, that Java is “more or less Islamic” than it was in the past. For example, while Geertz in 1950s argued that Java was in general less Islamic than the centre of Islam, Middle East, or even when
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7 Although Donald K. Emmerson realized that “Islam is the hardest for Western scholars to empathize and get inside of”, he or any non-Muslims, I would argue, *can* actually study Muslim beliefs and practices in an objective, scientific manner. Donald K. Emmerson, “Issues in Southeast Asian History: Room for Interpretation- A Review Article”, *Journal of Asian Studies*, vol. XL, No.1, November 1980, p. 59.
compared to Morocco, Woodward and Hefner held that Javanese Islam is more complete than Geertz would have thought. It is problematic to make categorizations while not explaining what constitutes ‘Islamic’ and ‘un-Islamic’. Javanese Muslims for example may immediately question the judgment that their Islam is not truly Islamic. Even when some Muslims are syncretistic or eclectic they may regard themselves as Islamic. In this regard, to solve such conceptual problems, as a French philosopher Claude Lévi-Strauss has pointed out, we need to understand that “words are instruments that people are free to adapt to any use, provided they make clear their intentions.” In the social sciences, there are wide and frequent variations in the meaning of simplest words, according to the thought that uses or informs them. In other words, what we mean by ‘Islam’ should be made clear from the outset.

Being aware of such conceptual problems when using vocabularies and categories has a further implication on our understanding about the extent to which Islam has had an impact on the traditions of local areas in Indonesia. Some scholars hold that Islam has played an insignificant role in the lives of local peoples. A Dutch scholar, J.C. van Leur, for example, argues that along with other world religions and foreign cultures, Islam has exerted weak influence. “They did not bring any fundamental changes in any part of Indonesian social and political order”, J.C. van Leur claims, “The sheen of the world religions and foreign cultural forms is a thin and flaking glaze; underneath it the whole of the old indigenous
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forms has continued to exist—with many sorts of gradations appearing, of course, according to cultural level”.10

By focusing on ‘practical Islam’, instead of ‘normative Islam’, one can be relatively more objective. As an historian of Southeast Asian Islam, William R. Roff, would argue, scholars need to focus on how a Muslim actually perceives and practices Islam and how a particular context influences a particular perception or practice. Roff, for example, provides us with the following questions: “How do we understand the nature, impulse and dynamic of Muslim social and political action? What are the relationships, direct or dialectical, between the prescriptions and requirements of Islamic belief, socially reproduced (of ‘being Muslim’, in short), and the economic, political, and social circumstances of the lives of actual Muslims?” 11 This would mean studying Islam as historical reality; partly as a text-based world religion, i.e. as a de-contextualized global reality, and partly as localized, contextualized cases of so-called Islamic beliefs and practices. This attempt is to accommodate descriptions of a wide variety of beliefs and actions labeled Islamic by people themselves. Muslim diversity is therefore the starting point. We need analyses about how their stories are constructed, how they become real to those who think them to be true, and how they sometimes change. As a consequence, we shall see internal pluralism, ethnic diversity, and multiple discourses.12

The second framework which may be useful would be to look at Islam not simply in a binary opposition (such as


traditionalism-modernism, legalism-mysticism, etc) as if there is no grey area or something in between. Certainly binary categorization is helpful in providing some comprehension, but one should bear in mind that categorization serves as simplification, rather than as a perfect mirror of realities. The fact has been always more complex than the binary opposition between for example syncretically mystical (whether animist, Indic, Javanese, or Sufistic) and scripturally orthodox forms (legalistic). Such variants of religiosity as santri and abangan for Javanese Islam as explored by Clifford Geertz, for example, should not be understood as being separate, static, and irreconcilable. Or, to give another example, the variants of ‘folk tradition’ and ‘great tradition’ as advocated by Ernest Gellner cannot simply mean that Hinduism has been always a folk religion, while Islam always a great tradition and that Islam of the peasants for example is less modernized or less sophisticated than Islam of the scholars.

A more specific conceptual framework in looking at the relationships between Islam and tradition would be either accommodation or conflict. An anthropologist Roy F. Ellen, for example, has proposed a tool of analysis by which Islam and tradition can be better understood. For Ellen, ‘accommodation’ reflects the integration of Islam and tradition through a traditional cosmological framework, and organized according to a variety of interconnecting symbolic oppositions, mediated in a
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15 Gellner observed that Hinduism is a folk religion, whereas Islam can manifest itself in a folk or a great tradition. “Islamic great tradition is modernisable, and the operation can be presented, not as an innovation or concession to outsiders, but rather as the continuation and completion of an old dialogue within Islam between …Holy Law and mere human custom…” Ernest Gellner, Muslim Society (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), pp.4-5.
manner which gives the appearance of harmony. ‘Conflict’, on the other hand, neither implies a clear separation between the content of Islam and the content of tradition, cross-culturally identical meanings, or a necessary conflict between the two. “Contradictions”, Roy F. Ellen goes on to say, ”are often minimized in practice, remain latent and potential than actual, or are resolved through symbolic casuistry, but at best this accommodation is partial and temporary, the product of specific circumstances.”  

16 This conceptual framework can be compared with Weber’s observation that while in theory shari’ab is rigid and inflexible, it is in practice always unstable and flexible.  

An Indonesian historian Taufik Abdullah proposed that Islam and tradition should not be seen as separate and contradicting entities. The tensions between shari’ab and adat should be comprehended in a dialogical, dialectical way. Adat and shari’ab are parts of the whole cultural system of Muslim societies. In Minangkabau, Sumatera, for example, Islam as religion and adat as tradition are compatible worldviews and complement each other, “not as water and milk, but as water and oil in milk”. Islam can serve as tradition itself. Abdullah further argues, “A conceptual, operational scheme should incorporate all relevant phenomena and should be applied in historical development. Islam-tradition conflict should be


rethought.” Snouck Hurgronje’s approach that religion governs only god-human relations, while tradition deals with social relations is no longer helpful in understanding the complexity inherent in Islam and tradition. Therefore, Abdullah argues, one should not see the conflict as between the ideal and the actual, but between social realities approaching the ideal. Abdullah seems to correspond to David J. Banks, working on Malaysian Islam, who holds that Islam can serve as a progressive source of adat and to Daniel Lev who argues that Islam has provided a universal law for Indonesia even before Dutch political authority was completed and that Islamic legal concepts and vocabularies had to supply most of the basic notion of law (hukum), justice (adil), rights (hak) and tradition (adat) itself. These suggestions support the interpretation that religions represent cultural systems, which are both influenced by processes of social change and are themselves able to affect them.

We have thus far discussed some of the frameworks to resolve conceptual problems when studying Islam and tradition. Bearing this in mind, we will now look at two local cases: Java and Sulawesi respectively.
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19 Ibid, p.127.


Islamization, *Shari’ah and Adat in Java*

The history of Islamization in Java, either as a whole or in any of its parts, is not an unchecked, linear, uniform process, but rather one that “waxed and waned, that took its strength from an irregular pattern of pulses over centuries”.  

An historian M.C. Ricklefs proposed three main stages in the conversion of the Javanese to Islam. The first stage, from 14\textsuperscript{th} to 18\textsuperscript{th} century, was marked by tolerant Hindu-Buddhist religion, followed by the conversion to Islam by traders and rulers through the traditional elite. According to Ricklefs, in this period, Islam brought few important changes in religious life. But the Javanese Muslims of the coast became more legalistic than those in the interior for the former experienced more contacts with outside world, including *shari’ah*-oriented preachers, while the latter had been familiar with Hindu-Buddha civilization. In the interior, subjects most probably became Muslim because their lord was. By the 16\textsuperscript{th} century Sufi (mystical) teachings had become known in which Islam became a source of supernatural energy. A Javanese chronicle, Babad Tanah Javi, for example, says, “At that time many Javanese wished to be taught the religion of the prophet and to learn supernatural powers and invincibility.” Thus, in this period, syncretism became more dominant in the interior than in the coastal Java.

In the 16\textsuperscript{th} century, when the Portuguese controlled Malaka, the central power in Java proper was still Hindu-Javanese Majapahit, although its downfall was at hand. Muslim propagation penetrated into Hindu-Javanese centre. A Muslim who would settle himself amongst non-Muslims would operate as cell, which is inclined to grow. This cell-building was able to
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go its way undisturbed among the tolerant Hindu-Javanese. The supremacy was transferred from Majapahit to Demak, marking only a political shift from a Hindu-Buddhist dominance to an Islamic one.\textsuperscript{24} Culturally, however, Hindu-Buddhism, Animism, Islam, and Christianity coexisted if not influenced each other.

Within inner Java, the combined forces of peasant folk religion and the high culture of Javanese Hindu-Buddhism (or Siva-Buddhism) predisposed recipients of the new faith to adopt its theosophical rather than its legalistic emphases. The greatness of an Indianized past was subsequently diminished by Islam and by Christian missionaries whose rudimentary rule-book understanding of Islam led them to see it as deficient in performance in 19\textsuperscript{th} century Java and prone to mystical and superstitious excesses. Yet on the other hand, the Kingdom of Mataram, having been Islamized from the coastal areas in the 16\textsuperscript{th} and 17\textsuperscript{th} centuries, showed a more legalistic orientation.\textsuperscript{25}

The well known early carriers of Islam to Java were the \textit{wali sanga} or the nine saints during the 15\textsuperscript{th} and 16\textsuperscript{th} centuries. They represented diversity in Javanese Islam for each saint had uniqueness in teaching and character. Some were more mystical or less legalistic than others. For example, one of the nine saints, Sunan Kalijaga, demonstrated a tolerant, accommodating character in his preaching by using \textit{wayang} – the Hindu-Buddhist shadow puppet. Sunan Kalijaga represented “a symbol, a materialized idea…the bridge between two high civilizations, two historical epochs, and two great religions, the meaningful link between a world of god-kings and ritual priests.”\textsuperscript{26} On the other hand, Syeikh Siti Jennar represented a liberal mystic Islam, which was then condemned as a heresy by the other


\textsuperscript{25} Roff, “Islam Obscured?” \textit{op.cit.}, pp.21-2.

\textsuperscript{26} \textit{ibid.}, p.27.
eight saints. ‘Islam Mutihan’ (white Islam) was then recognized as referring to the eight saints, whereas ‘Islam Abangan’ (red Islam) to syncretistic Syeikh Siti Jennar.

Accordingly, an Indonesian anthropologist, Koentjaraningrat, divided Javanese religion into two: a syncretistic Agama Jawi (or kejawen), which combines pre-Hindu, Hindu, and Islamic elements and Agama Islam Santri, which attempts to purify the pre-Islamic elements. However, Koentjaraningrat claimed, in contrast with Geertz (1960) and Anderson (1972), the penetration of Islam in interior Java was not without resistance from local Javanese, including from Hindu Mataram kingdom. In addition, Koentjaraningrat made a distinction between Islam in the coastal areas of Java (pasisir) and that in the interior (pedalaman). For the most part, Koentjaraningrat argues, the former seemed to be more orthodox than the latter.

The second stage of Islamization in Java (the nineteenth century) witnessed colonialism and Islamic revivalism. After the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, the number of Indonesian hajjis (pilgrims to Mecca) rose significantly, intensifying Middle East-Indonesian networks. Consequently, divisions along religious lines emerged: a firm or orthodox Muslim and a less firm Muslim. At the third stage, the twentieth century, Javanese Muslims seemed to become more diversified. Ricklefs then developed religious variants derived from Geertz models: priyayi-santri (elite-firm Muslim), wong cilik-abangan-kolot (traditional lower class, little committed to Islam), the priyayi-abangan kolot/modern (upper-class, less firm) and
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wong cilik-santri-kolot (lower-class, firm, traditional). In the 1955 election, the Indonesian Nationalist Party (priyayi-abangan kolot/modern with wong cilik-abangan-kolot) gained around 32 percent of the votes in Java. The Masyumi (priyayi-santri-modern) gained 11 percent. The Islamic traditional organization, the Nahdlatul Ulama (wong cilik-santri-kolot) won about 30 percent.30 The Indonesian Communist Party (wong cilik-abangan-kolot/modern) gained 27 percent. These results suggest the extent to which abangan and santri-kolot ideas still dominated the Javanese population.31 However, since the nineteenth century the Islamic reform movement in the Middle East had an impact on Javanese Islam. The Muhammadiyyah, a modernist, reform-oriented organization, has sought to make better Muslims of the Javanese.32 In a progressively more secular society, of the various available versions of Islam, the modernist will probably have the greatest appeal to the elite and in the long run to lower social levels as well.33

As can be seen above, since Java was deeply influenced by Hindu-Buddhist and Javanese culture, the process of Islamization had experienced tensions unrecognized elsewhere in Indonesia and even in the rest of the Muslim world. Despite the diversity, the eight saints and most Muslims embraced Sunni Islam, following the medieval Sufi Al-Gazali, except Sunan Gunung Jati, who is said to be a follower of moderate Shiite Islam. Javanese Muslims have attempted to deal with the

30 The Nahdlatul Ulama was established in 1926 by Hashim Ash’ari, originally as a reaction to the Muhammadiyyah’s modernism, although it experienced a dynamic change.

31 Ricklefs, “Six Centuries”, op.cit., p.120.


33 ibid., pp.126-7.
tensions between Islam and pre-existing Hindu-Buddhist and animist beliefs and practices. For the majority, *shari’ah* and *adat* were thought to be in harmony.  

34 At the same time, generally speaking, tolerance made it easier for the Javanese people to adopt different cultural systems at once.  

35 The stories about the nine saints and subsequent local preachers would suggest that syncretism of Javanese people became the norm, rather than the exception.  

36 Nonetheless, as we have discussed in the previous section, the binary opposition between orthodoxy and syncretism reveals only parts of the realities. In Geertz’s presentation, one gains the impression that practitioners of the three religious variants (*santri, abangan, prijaji*) inhabit separate worlds and each is consistent in his or her separate identity.  

37 In contrast with Geertz, Andrew Beatty observed that much of rural Java has been populated by heterogeneous communities and individuals; and many of them are neither clearly *santri* nor *abangan* but something in between. Thus, there can be found in Banyuwangi the “rival langgars”, “young zealots”, “crusty conservatives”, “*hajis*”, and “skeptics”, who, nonetheless, “all are willing to make concessions in order to maintain social harmony in the neighborhood.”  

38 In Java, ‘grey areas’ in religious experience seem to have developed in such a way that Islamic elements were blended
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with pre-Islamic ones. For example, one major feature of Javanese religion has been the *slametan*. “At the center of the whole Javanese religious system”, Geertz observed, “lies a simple, formal, undramatic, almost furtive little ritual: the *slametan* … the Javanese version of what is perhaps the world’s most common religious ritual, the communal feast.”

The *slametan* has played an important role in Javanese Islam. Geertz regards *slametan* as the abangan rituals, whereas Woodward views it as justified by Islamic texts. Woodward argues, “The religious goals of the *slametan* are rooted in local interpretations of the Sufi theory of mystical union, and the modes of ritual action it employs are based on practices attributed to the prophet Muhammad (*Hadith*).”

In contemporary Java, the predication of Islam seems to be more complicated due to a greater variety of variables involved, including nationalism, modernization, democratization, and globalization. The impacts of these developments can be clearly discerned. For example, Batasan, a village in Java, witnessed the transformation of both Islam and tradition. Rural people became Muslim in a more overtly Islamic symbolic framework. The Islamic local leaders (mostly from the Islamic party, Partai Persatuan Pembangunan) and the local officials (a dominant government party, Golkar) in the
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village competed for influence. The Islamic party gained influence in certain religious areas, especially rituals, while the former had an influence on secular affairs such as dress code, roads, schools, and other administrative affairs. Local traditions were increasingly removed not only by Islamic movements but also by nationalist norms. National policies, including floating mass, party politics and Nahdlatul Ulama's withdrawal from practical politics, influenced the way Muslims identified themselves in relation to Islam and locality. Nahdlatul Ulama (NU) exerted a greater influence in rural areas than Muhammadiyyah, but the contrast between rural and urban weakened because of urbanization or greater contact. The traditional communal feasts (slametan, tabhilan, or resepsi) became part of Javanese cultural life. Some animistic elements in these feasts were increasingly removed, while people, who still wanted to do animistic rituals like offering to the dead or certain sacred sites, practiced the ritual privately. As a consequence, “Monotheistic and animistic interpretations of the slametan potentially co-occur on every single occasion,” Eldar Braten observed.43

In another village, Tegalreso, social politics of New Order government (1966-1998) also had a great impact on religious life. As a result of floating mass policy where political parties were not allowed to establish offices at the district levels, meaning de-politization of rural communities which in turn reduced the risk of religious polarization, santri-abangan distinction became blurred. From 1945 independence to 1965, the presence of political parties influenced religious life. Nationalism, communism, and Islam gained their own followers in Tegalreso. In the New Order period, orthodoxy became strengthened. Almost all people in Tegalreso became

Muslim. Some of local people said, “In the last twenty years, Tegalreso has now become more ‘Islamic’ than previously.”

The meaning of Islamization of a social or ethnic group “not as a single act of conversion but a long process toward greater conformity and orthodoxy” can only satisfy the Islamic reformists, such as the Muhammadiyyah. Islamization thus means a struggle to bring adat elements that are regarded as contradictory to Islam into conformity with Islam. For traditionalists, represented by the Nahdlatul Ulama, Islamization signifies a struggle for a greater compromise between shari’ah and adat. The Muhammadiyyah regards Islamization as a struggle to maintain, in the face of this adaptive flexibility, the identity of Islam not just as religion in general but as the particular directives communicated by God to mankind through the preemptory prophecies of Muhammad. The Nahdlatul Ulama, on the other hand, defines Islamization as an effort to adapt a universal, in theory standardized and essentially unchangeable, and unusually well-integrated system of ritual and belief to realities of local, even individual, moral, and metaphysical perception. Yet, both movements regard Islamization as a gradual process.

Now we may ask: Why was Islam adopted in Java while pre-Islamic elements remained present if not became Islamized? The great triumph of Islam was its ability, within certain limits, to tolerate numerous pre-Muslim beliefs and practices. This was in turn due to the fact that the corpus of Islamic law and tradition, the shari’ah, allows for some local interpretation. Islam became the religion of nearly all Javanese in the period after the
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46 Muslim Abdurrahman, “Beri-Islam secara Kultural”, Republika, 27th June 2003
fourteenth century largely because it adapted successfully to the main configurations of pre-existing Javanese religion. It did not fundamentally alter the mystical theme; it gave it yet another vocabulary, a new range of explanations and illustrations, a new set of powerful ritual phrases. And it was tolerant. It gave greater richness to Javanese religion without requiring the complete abandonment of older ideas. Thus Java came to be a Muslim society, but one in which Islam was only a part of the vast cultural heritage. Woodward, however, holds that the acceptability of Islam in Java was owing to Sufistic nature of Islam that first came to Java. As Woodward observed in Yogyakarta, “Javanese Islam is unique not because it retains aspects of pre-Muslim culture and religion but because of the degree to which Sufi concepts of sainthood, the mystical path, and the perfection of man are employed in the formulation of an imperial cult.”

Islamization, *Shari’ah* and *Adat* in Sulawesi

The indigenous belief of the Sulawesi islands (eastern part of Indonesia) was tribal animism. Every sub-ethnic group had its own belief. In Bugis and Makassar, the notion of god and creation existed in the indigenous belief. In local religion, besides god of creation, there was a cycle of beliefs which centered around Karaeng-lowé (great teacher) who gave happiness and sadness, life and death. Toani Tolotang, Patuntung, and Aluk Todolo were amongst the main indigenous beliefs commonly called animism. Related to animism, shamanism (mediation between human beings and spirits) was also recognized. Between the period of animism
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and Islam there was hardly any Hindu-Buddhist influence. In this regard, Sulawesi and Java are different, which in turn affected the nature of Islamization in Sulawesi in such a way that local people in Sulawesi are either to embrace Islam more strictly or to remain animist, while not adopting Hindu-Buddhist elements, such as the Ramayana-Mahabharata epic.\(^{30}\)

Many superstitions (\textit{tahyul}) have taken root in Sulawesi, but they centered around non-Bugis areas, where the belief in \textit{I La Galigo} which features several godly couples living in heaven and in the underworld and population of earth by sending their offspring and the latter’s servants there as respective ancestors to the nobility and commoners.\(^{51}\) Some manuscripts evince elements of pre-Islamic belief systems, for instance in invoking the name of the spirit of the tree, but using Islamic utterances to strengthen the spell. Another manuscript advises the wood-copper to call the ‘inhabitant of the forest’: ‘\textit{Wahai} (hello) spirit, give me your wood. I want to make it a house post. Then utter \textit{salam} (Peace be with you). When you proceed to feel timber, call out ‘My name is Adam, the tree is called Ali, \textit{Allah ta’ala} (God is sublime).’\(^{52}\) A blending of Islamic and pre-Islamic beliefs remains apparent in contemporary communities. Fetishism or belief in sacred objects such as royal regalia, the Koran, and the banners of communities are smeared with blood (\textit{ceraq}) to magically strengthen them. In the Makassarese Story of Syeikh Yusuf, the writer declared, ‘Whoever from the \textit{ummat} of Nabi Muhammad who after me can listen to the stories of Tusalamaka [Syeikh Yusuf] whether they read it, store

\(^{30}\) Muslim Abdurrahman, “Ber-Islam Secara Kultural”, \textit{Republika}, 27th June 2003


it in their house, of firmly believe it in their heart, clearly all their sins will be forgiven.”

In Sulawesi, Islam was first embraced by aristocracy. In the year 1603, it is reported, “the King and his sister embrace Islam”. The conversion of the kings resulted in the entire realm accepting Islam. Islam made its entry without violence, but the further propagation took a violent way when Goa waged a number of wars to force the small realm of South Sulawesi to embrace Islam. Some populations were still pagan or animist. Generally speaking, in Sulawesi (except Makassar and Bugis), Ternate laid the foundation of Islamization and Goa proceeded to build on this foundation. Islam became the religion of the kingdom since the lord had converted. The conversion of the population was neither the object of choice nor of coercion; it was a simple affair of education. In another case, a Muslim would have accepted both the old belief and Islam. In the early modern period, kings (sultans) often served as a problem-solver when there was a conflict between adat and shari’ah. Consequently, in Sulawesi, Islam quickly became not only the dominant religion but also an essential element of their civilization.

Politically, an Islamic based ideology was adopted by aristocratic power, which was new to South Sulawesi albeit not new in the Malay world, being influenced by Persian idea of king as a shadow of God, as can be read in the Mahkota Segala Raja or Taj al-Salatin, written in 1603 in Aceh by Syeikh Bukhari of Johor (now part of Malaysia) as an attempt to get rid of
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By the seventeenth century, three preachers: Dato Tallua, Dato ri Bandang, and Dato ri Pattimang (Dato Sulaiman), who came from Minangkabau, Sumatera, under instruction of Acehnese king, had succeeded to convert the major part of South Sulawesi. The main role of these three preachers must have been to contrive a way of solving the apparent incompatibility between Islam and traditional order. For example, according to I La Gáligo (epic poem) episodes, Dato Sulaiman taught the doctrine of taubid (Oneness of God) by using Bugis beliefs about the One God (Đèwata Sènuaè) and about Sawérigading.57 But, in the late seventeenth century, Syeikh Yusuf (1626-1699) of Makassar, who was a disciple of Nuruddin Al-Raniri of Aceh, a mystic from Aceh who reputed the wahdaniyyah (union with God) of Hamzah Fansuri, attempted to purify South Sulawesi Islam from pagan remnants and improper behavior.58 Syeikh Yusuf is said to have represented a strict, legalistic Islam, as apposed to an Islam


57 ibid., p. 117, 120.

friendly with local tradition. This means that Islamization process took place not without tension amongst mystical preachers. Despite the fact that they studied in Mecca, they constituted different versions of Islam and this had an impact upon the kind of Islam they taught in South Sulawesi. In South Sulawesi, the tarekats (Sufi orders) bear witness to the development of two kinds of mysticism: a purifying one and a syncretic one. While it is true that the kind of popular Islam in the early period of Islamization in Makassar was mystical, one should not deny the increasing domination of the legalistic, purifying Islam, as represented by Syeikh Yusuf from Makassar. In another island, Bima, for example, the followers of Abdul Basir are said to have been more concerned with external (i.e. shari’ab-oriented or legalistic) aspect of Islam, whereas those of Pua’ Jango were mostly centered in interiority or mystics. The legal school adopted in Sulawesi, as in most of Southeast Asian areas, was and is still Sunni-Shafi’i.  

Another way in dealing with shari’ab and adat in premodern Sulawesi was the official separation between the religious and the secular, although cultural overlapping did occur. In Luwu and Wajo, Dato Sulaiman taught fundamental obligations of Islam and some elements of theology and designated 6 religious functionaries (2 khatib, 2 bilal, 1 pangulu, and 1 amil). There was a separation between secular administration (adat) and religious administration (shari’ab). Dato ri Bandang cumulated the functions of kadi (judge) and of amil (administrator). Dato ri Bandang entered Gowa with the Karaeng for converting the population. A mosque was built and the people were taught to pray five times a day, Friday prayer, recitation of the Koran, mysticism (tasawwuf), logics (mantiq), and the contact with God (munajat). Dato ri Bandang added three more fundamentals of Islam: purification (satinja), profession of faith (shabadah), and impurity (junmi). Some rituals

59 Christian Perlas, op.cit, p. 112; On Islam in Bima, see Michael Hitchcock, Islam and Identity in Eastern Indonesia (Hull: University of Hull Press,1988)
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were important, including *tarawih* (evening prayer at the month of Ramadhan), *nisfu sya’ban* (prayer at mid-month of shawwal). According to Dato ri Bandang, the Karaeng is the representative of God on earth and must be just and pious and pray on Friday.  

The main language of Islamic predication in Sulawesi was Malay, which was then translated into local vernaculars. Culturally, spiritually, commercially and politically, Makassar and its allies in South Sulawesi became part of the Islamic community (*ummah*), part of Turkey, Mongol, as well as Aceh, the Islamic powerful kingdom in Western Indonesia. Javanese traders also travelled to Makassar. The Javanese traders who traveled to the Moluccas would have passed Sulawesi (South Sulawesi, Makassar, and Bugis). Bugis and Makassar peoples then contributed to the Islamization of North Sulawesi and other part of eastern Indonesia. As Philip D. Curtin has pointed out, in Makassar, Islam became a form of modernization, although the people attempted to make the language of Islam more suited to local needs.

A new phase was marked by the coming of preachers of the reformist, orthodox Muhammadiyyah to South Sulawesi in 1928. The Muhammadiyyah introduced class-based schools and modern, secular sciences. In 1975, the members did not exceed 50,000 (out of 6 millions), but their sympathizers are believed far more numerous and their influence is still stronger. The Muhammadiyyah has been concerned with establishing schools, mosques, hospitals, charities, as well as with religious reform to distinguish the obligatory from the provisional *ibadah* (ritual

---
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obligations) and the orthodox from the heretic beliefs and practices.64

In addition, after the World War II, several modern institutions were built, including one founded by the disciples of Haji As’ad (a Mecca born and ulama (scholar) of Bugis descent), the most prominent being the Darul Dukwah wa al-Irsyad (or Al-Irsyad), which in 1970s had established 1.200 schools all over South Sulawesi as well as in Kalimantan and Sumatra. Muhammadiyyah and Al-Irsyad are said to have represented reformism and orthodoxy. Apart from Muhammadiyyah and Al-Irsyad, a number organization such as Sarikat Islam, Nahdatussyafiyyah, Persatuan Islam, and Partai Arab Indonesia, played important roles in anti-colonial movements.65

At present, the northern part of Sulawesi is Muslim, with the exception of the Minahasa, where only 25,000 are Muslim, mostly foreigners or their descendents, while in Bolaang-Mongondow, the Protestant mission is making progress. The southern part is entirely Muslim, a few pagans live there, and there are a few hundred Christians. For the island as a whole, the ratio of Muslims, Christians and pagans in round figures would be as follows: 3,350,000 Muslims, 485,000 Christians, and 300,000 pagans.66

In Makassar, Islam in the lowlands has differed from that in the highlands. This difference may be explained by the fact that it was not until 1911 after Gowa’s surrender to the Dutch that Islam entered the highlands. The first preacher there was Sulaeman Daeng Bunding, a member of the high nobility


of Gowa, appointed by the Dutch colonial administration. The difference lay on language, material culture, and indigenous belief. Patuntung, a person who strives to bring his or her behavior into conformity with tradition, was the indigenous believer in the highlands. As Islam came, the highlanders recognized a variety of deities, so they understood such Islamic terms as Allah, Malaikat and Jinn in their traditional conceptions of spirit. Islam was localized and Islamic idioms were regarded as part of their traditional heritage.  

Muslim reformists, especially members of the Muhammadiyyah, would regard many of the old beliefs as contradictory to Islam. Muslim reformists criticized the practice because they saw heirlooms (for example) as the pre-Islamic basis of the nobility’s power and regarded the nobility as incompatible with Islam, which they saw as emphasizing equality among men. With the outbreak of the war for independence in 1945, the Muhammadiyyah became one of the main forces struggling against the Dutch administration, which was still supported by influential nobles from Gowa and neighboring kingdoms. A few years later, the Darul Islam rebellion (1950-1965) broke out and, under the leadership of the charismatic Qahar Muzakkar, challenged the region’s power structure even further. Significantly, however, many of Qahar’s followers were associated with the Muhammadiyyah, which shared the rebel’s anti-colonialist and anti-feudal attitudes.

Muslim reformism seems to gain a greater adherence. The contemporary elite and popular slogan saying that “adat should be based on shari’ah, and shari’ah on the Holy Koran” (adat bersendikan shari’ah dan shari’ah bersendikan kitabullah) and contemporary movements towards the constitutionalization of Islamic law in Sulawesi suggest that orthodoxy has become

---
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more apparent in Sulawesi. For example, a villager Nasir in 1984 made the following observation: "The old belief is irreconcilable with true religion. How can we village people ever become modern when even our leaders practice the old belief? They make such offerings to the ancestors so that the harvest can be rich. No one can hear what the priest is saying during the offerings. Why is he whispering? In Islam, it is different. Our prayers are pronounced loudly and clearly, the words are Arabic, and they are taken from the holy Koran." 69

Conclusion

This article has discussed some of the conceptual frameworks which can be useful in studying the relationships between Islam and tradition in context and has examined some of the historical and contemporary developments of local Islam in Java and Sulawesi, Indonesia. Basing on the frameworks of 'practical Islam', rather than 'normative Islam' and of both accommodation and conflict between shari'ah and adat as a whole system, rather than as separate entities, this article has attempted to provide a greater variety of Islamic beliefs and experiences.

As a common feature, Islam became the dominant force in Java and Sulawesi but did not completely obliterate the indigenous beliefs and practices. The adoption of Islam by local peoples does not necessarily mean that they have to give up all of their old traditions. Acculturation seems to be the norm rather than the exception in the Islamization process in Java and Sulawesi. Despite their adoption of Islam and many associated cultural elements, the local people are both self-confessedly Muslim (being part of the Islamic community, ummah) and loyal to their local identity. In this regard, I agree with Eickelman who holds that pre-existing cultural and religious patterns, together with local configurations of social and economic power, influence the ways in which universalistic

69 ibid., p.282.
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texts, including the Koran and the Hadith, are interpreted. I also share the suggestion that local communities have been able to synthesize elements of different origins and reject others. We can call this a process of selective adaptation in which local peoples are not simply passive receptors.

Comparatively, Javanese people have been more diverse than Sulawesi people in terms of religious spectrum; Muslims in Java have incorporated animism, Hindu-Buddhism, and Islam into their culture system. Stories about the nine saints show how early Islamic preachers sought to accommodate Islam with local traditions, including Hindu-Buddhist elements. In Sulawesi, Dato ri Bandang and the other teachers, representing the elite aristocracy who attempted to Islamize the kingdoms and the people alike and Syeikh Yusuf, representing a strict kind of Islam, tend to suggest a less diverse picture, when compared to Java. Despite internal diversity in Java as well as in Sulawesi, Java has remained more open and tolerant with cultural diversity, whereas Sulawesi has increasingly become more legalistic. This has been so partly because it is the reformist Muhammadiyyah that dominated religious institutions and cultures in Sulawesi, while in Java, the accommodationist Nahdlatul Ulama and the modernist Muhammadiyyah have equally attempted to gain their religious influence.

However, religiosity should not be understood as something that is static, linear, complete, and final. Most Muslims, orthodox, syncretistic, or anything else, seem to have regarded Islamization as a gradual process. By the same token, ethnic identity is by no means static and final. Having explored some of the historical transformations of Islam and tradition, we can understand that ethnicity is “a set of social relationships and processes by which cultural differences are

---

communicated” and that religion is a cultural system consisting of a set of norms and practices towards which Muslims attempt to approach. Local tradition itself is not unchanging so we can talk about the transformation of tradition which is influenced among other things by modernization and development.\footnote{72}


\footnote{72 See Bernhard Dahm, “The Role of Tradition in Historical Development”, \textit{Archipel}, II, 57 (Paris: Association Archipel, 1999),p.20.}
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